Confocal Raman microscopy and SEM/EDS investigations of the interface between the zirconia core and veneering ceramic: the influence of a liner and regeneration firing.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the changes in the transition layer at the interface between yttria partial stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystalline (Y-TZP) core and veneering feldspathic ceramic (VITA VM(®)9), under different manufacturing methods. Confocal Raman microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyses were carried out on tapered veneered cross sections of the interface. For some samples, an additional firing of the core was used, as the application of an optional liner material between the core and veneer. Single Raman spectra were distinguishable between Y-TZP and the veneering materials. VM(®)9 and liner spectra were broadly superimposable. No substantial differences appeared in their chemical elemental composition. 2D Raman images and EDS analysis emphasized changes in the interdiffusion thickness; the additional firing of the core decreased the interdiffusion zone, and the highest firing temperature of the liner increased the interdiffusion zone. These results, which will help us understand the changes in this transition layer, are discussed.